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Abstract: For resilience building, cities need to foster learning and innovation processes among
all actors in order to develop transformative capacities of urban governance regimes to manage
extraordinary situations as well as continuous change. A close collaboration of urban governmental
actors and citizens is, therefore, of high importance. This paper explores two different discourses
on urban governance: participation and self-organized collective action for the management of
the commons. Both address the involvement of citizens into governance, albeit from different
perspectives: on the one hand from the viewpoint of the government, selectively handing some of its
power over to citizens, on the other hand from the perspective of citizens who self-organize for a
collective management of urban commons. Based on experiences in the Austrian city of Korneuburg,
it is argued that the collective action literature may help overcome some of the self-criticisms and
shortcomings of the participation discourse. More specifically, Elinor Ostrom’s design principles for
the management of the commons provide valuable input to overcome restrictions in thinking about
citizen participation and to effectively design institutions for long-term urban co-management.

Keywords: cities; participation; urban resilience; urban commons; collective action; collaboration
agreements; urban planning; self-organization; co-management

1. Introduction

Cities are hubs for ideas, commerce, culture, and innovation, as well as living place for half
of humanity. They are also confronted with many challenges such as demographic or climatic
change, congestion, a declining infrastructure, pollution, or poverty. Therefore, at the United
Nations Sustainable Development Summit, in September 2015, world leaders decided to focus on the
17 Sustainable Development Goals for making cities more resilient [1]. A city may then be considered
resilient, when all urban actors (governmental representatives as well as citizens) share sufficient
know-how and creativity, in order to manage extraordinary situations [2]. Adger [3] introduces the
term social resilience and defines it “as the ability of groups or communities to cope with external
stresses and disturbances as a result of social, political and environmental change”. Self-organization,
collective action and social-learning processes are supposed to activate and promote identification of
explicit social strengths and connections to place, and thus are seen as supportive factors of community
resilience [4]. Likely, in their recent work on urban resilience and climate change adaption, Kim and
Lim [5] examine resilience from an evolutionary perspective and as a socio-political process, and
identify “collective decision-making”, “cooperative behaviour and planning”, as well as “collective
learning”, and “governance as a political process involving society at large” as key components of
resilience building processes. The term evolutionary, they state, includes “flexibility, diversity and
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adaptive learning” and refers less to the adaptability to sudden, external shocks, but more to an
ongoing change of a system [5,6]. All these resilience factors hold much promise for social learning
processes [7–9], whereby it is not a linear progression or a certain state which is to be achieved,
but the process of searching, foresighted learning, action, and innovation itself [9]. These insights
prompt the question of how to develop flexible urban governance structures and institutions that
effectively organize the interaction and learning processes of urban actors to support urban resilience
and sustainability [2].

The involvement of citizens in urban decision-making and planning processes has already
widely turned into common practice. Public participation is expected to increase legitimacy, quality,
acceptance, and efficacy of decisions [10–14], and to foster empowerment of citizens [15,16]. Thus,
citizen participation is even appraised as a key element towards sustainability and resilience on the
local level [17,18]. While generally acknowledging participation as a crucial factor in future policy and
decision-making, various studies point out shortcomings and disappointing results of the participatory
processes [15]. In practice, citizen involvement focuses on problems that have been pre-defined
by political and administrative representatives, who invite citizens to collaborate on case-related
solution finding [19]. Citizens themselves are usually neither empowered to actively prompt and
initiate participatory processes nor are they involved in negotiation processes regarding problem
definition [13] and long-term processes of institutional change. Processes usually remain controlled by
public government [15], which fails in “being open and adaptive to initiatives that emerge from the
dynamics of civil society itself” [15]. This gives rise to the assumption that there is currently untapped
potential for future involvement of citizens to improve urban resilience, which might be leveraged by
reconsidering (power) relations and interaction between government and society.

Most scientific contributions and practice guidelines within the field of participation refer to
Arnstein’s pioneering work from 1969—the ladder of citizen participation [20]—which still dominates
the way to think about the nature of participation [21]. Her approach grasps participation as the
distribution of case-related decision-making power from government to citizens and is widely criticized
to restrict participatory processes in terms of problem definition and space for negotiation and cultural
change [13,22]. Since 1969, of course circumstances and understandings of how to govern a city have
undergone fundamental transformations. These include first and foremost the shift from government
(hierarchical and central steering, “top-down”) to governance (interactive policy-making, involving
society, network perspective, “bottom-up”).

Concurrently, another discourse gains importance in urban planning, which, in contrast to
participation, does not originate from a governmental perspective but from the citizens’ point of
view: the growing attention to collective action, self-organization, and the management of urban
commons [23–27]. In his discussion on the interconnection between social and ecological resilience,
as an example of resilient institutions, Adger [3] highlights the “ability of institutions of common
property management to cope with external pressure and stress”. Considering this resilience
perspective, participatory practices in urban development might also benefit from insights from
the commons research.

Therefore, the core question of this research is, if and how the discourse on collective action and
urban commons—in particular Elinor Ostrom’s design principles for the sustainable management of
the commons [28]—may provide insights to ease restrictions in thinking about participation from a
governmental perspective and to effectively design and organize long-term collaboration in urban
development. It focuses less on different types of shared urban resources, but imagines the whole city
itself as a commons that needs collaboration, social learning, and experimentation for its long-term
sustainability and resilience.

2. Methods and Structure of the Paper

Based on a comprehensive literature review, the paper critically examines these two different,
yet related, discourses on urban governance: participation [10,21,22,29] and self-organized collective
action [15,23,28,30,31]. Both address the interaction of citizens and government, albeit from different
perspectives: on the one hand from the viewpoint of the government, selectively handing some of
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its power over to citizens, on the other hand from the perspective of citizens who self-organize for a
collective management of urban commons (for structure and methodological approach of the paper
see Figure 1).

Section 3 reviews the critical discussion of Arnstein’s metaphor of the ladder of citizen participation.
It questions the metaphors’ limitations and the need for reinterpretation from the resilience perspective
alongside four key fields of action, which were derived and condensed from literature.

Based on an empirical case study of the Austrian city of Korneuburg, it is examined if and how
the collective action literature may help overcome some of the self-criticisms and shortcomings of the
participation discourse. In Section 4, we present a three-year transdisciplinary urban development
project that the authors have been involved in as researchers. The project has developed from a
self-organized citizen initiative to a broad participatory process—involving actors from government,
city administration, all political parties, citizens, as well as an external interdisciplinary team of
experts from two universities and a private consultancy—which ended in a long-term collaboration
agreement between citizens and the municipal government. It is a commitment to share responsibility
for future urban development, and its regulatory framework has neither been defined from a classic
governmental point of view, nor from the perspective of only self-organizing citizens.
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Section 5 briefly introduces the discourse about the urban commons and the eight design
principles, which Ostrom derived from a profound analysis of case studies [28]. Her design principles
are discussed alongside the experiences from the case study, focusing on their relevance for related
questions which could not be answered with the help of participation literature and experience.
In other words, the design principles did not inform the participatory practice of the case study from
the beginning, but were used as an analytic framework to discuss the case from an ex-post perspective.
The concluding discussion intends to build a bridge between the framework of participation and the
collective management of urban commons in order to contribute much needed insights on how to
co-manage cities to improve their sustainability and long-term resilience.

3. A Review on Public Participation—The Cracks in the Ladder

Most attempts to frame and classify citizen participation refer to Arnstein’s pioneering work
from 1969, the ladder of public participation, describing a continuum of increasing stakeholder
involvement [12,14,21]. It stems from a time when governments were used to making decisions on
their own and just slowly began to involve citizens. Thus, Arnstein [20] intended to offer a simplified
typology of citizen participation, illustrating “the extent of citizens’ power in determining the end
product” as hierarchical rungs, ranging from levels of non-participation (manipulation and therapy)
through levels of “tokenism” (informing, consultation, and placation) to levels of citizen power
(partnership, delegated power, and citizen control). Arnstein accentuates that, restricted to the first two
levels, participation is not to be expected to change the status quo [20]. Thus, the hierarchical metaphor
of a ladder suggests higher levels of participation to be preferable to those on lower rungs, and citizen
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power to be seen as the overall goal of participation, on the one hand [22,29,32]. On the other hand,
participation mainly remains good will and offer by public authorities, who decide when, how, and to
what extent to hand over power and to involve citizens in case-related decision-making. Arnstein’s
work formed the base for widespread further research [12,33] and also for the implementation of
participatory procedures in practice.

Numerous scientific contributions point out shortcomings and weak points of participatory
practice and formulate a number of suggestions for best practice participation [12] or refine Arnstein’s
ladder metaphor in different ways [22,32,34]. In line with other contributions [21,30], we argue that
even a bigger step—not only on, but beyond the ladder—needs to be taken to overcome restrictions in
conceptual thinking about the nature of participation, which up to now has been determined from the
viewpoint of governmental control and power re-allocation, and to reshape the underlying ontology
and epistemology of participation [21].

As the relationship between state and citizens is undergoing a profound process of change in
post-modern societies [35], and Arnstein’s hierarchical conception of participation fails to capture
the full complexity of this transformation; this is probably the major source of criticism [21,22,29,31].
The mere focus on the allocation of power might even lead to an adversarial picture of participation,
as “contest between two parties” [22], a “power struggle between citizens to move up the ladder” and
the government [21], and “based on the idea of a conflict between the powerful and the powerless” [15].
Thus, it is reinforcing the traditional dichotomy between those who govern and those who are
governed. Such a competitive relationship is supposed to prohibit and exclude opportunities for
trustful collaboration, sharing experience and knowledge, harnessing multiple perspectives, and
shared decision-making [22,36]. The following sections provide a synopsis of critical examinations of
the participatory framework in four key fields of sustainable urban development, which underpin the
need for a broader approach and new perspectives in thinking about participation.

3.1. The Importance of Common Problem Identification and Framing

Urban development is increasingly challenged by complex problems with ambiguous problem
definitions or unclear, conflicting, and dynamically changing goals and multiple stake-holding [20,37].
Referring to change, disturbance, complexity, and uncertainty, resilience scholars emphasise the
inclusion of diverse types of knowledge, experiences, and approaches of those who are affected
by decisions, not only in solution-finding, but also and foremost in problem perception and
identification [37–40]. One expression of traditional participation processes is the hierarchical division
of responsibilities. This implies that authorities define the nature of the problem [15], the way to
handle it, and thus a priori set the scope for citizen involvement. This “failure to consider the essential
role of users in framing problems and not simply in designing solutions” [22] contrasts with findings
from various participatory experiences but also resilience literature, which highlight the importance of
involving citizens as soon as possible, when there is maximum scope and openness for co-creation of a
diversity of response options through social learning [14,37,39–42].

While “existing problem definitions or alternatives often remain unquestioned, they shape
participatory processes in important ways” [21,32] and “existing dominant frameworks are reproduced
and reinforced.”[13] This results in a call for a re-conceptualization of roles, responsibilities, and
purposes of those involved, “not along the lines of participation mediated in terms of power [ . . . ] but
as a process of social learning about the nature of the issue itself and how it might be progressed” [21].
In the beginning of a project there is the key opportunity to shape a process, when ground rules are
established in a collaborative manner.

It is also known from findings of group dynamics that especially this first phase of common
problem framing, defining, and structuring the process and creating trust is of special importance for
the success of a process and leads to greater identification with the issue itself, and thus to greater
motivation for collaboration [42]. Yet, in Arnstein’s model, the need to devote time and common
expertise to problem definition and to build consensus around the agenda and goals are not considered.
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3.2. The Value of the (Learning) Process

Problem solving does not occur by delegating power but through intense processes of knowledge
exchange and social learning [43–45]. Social learning and experimentation are key strategies for
building resilience [5,39,40]. Thus, decision-making has become a social issue, which embraces the
mobilization of different knowledge sources in a social learning process [32]. Collins and Ison [21] even
propose social learning as the highest level of participation, i.e., adding to the sequence of information,
consultation and participation at the level of social learning.

Instead of adding another rung to the ladder, other critics fundamentally question Arnstein’s
approach to measure successful participation in terms of its extent (the more power delegated
to citizens, the better). Not achieving citizen control thus might be conceptualized as failure or
delegitimization of a process [21]. Instead of shifts in power relations, several scholars highlight the
quality, dynamics, and flexibility of the process as measures for participation success [21,22,29,36,42,46].
For successful process design it seems to be less important to what extent citizens get involved, but
rather to co-define the adequate method, the relevant actors and the extent of their involvement
for each phase of a process to ensure social learning among governmental and non-governmental
actors. Effective processes can mix information, consultation, or decision making successfully [29].
Thus, Arnstein’s focus on power allocation, “limits effective responses to the challenge of involving
users [ . . . ] and undermines the potential of the user involvement process” [22].

3.3. The Need for Institutionalization and Reliability of Participatory Practice

A continuous and stable, long-term, and process-oriented involvement of citizens may be the
core driver for the future adaptability of cities to challenging situations or uncertain future change.
As Berkes [47] states, ad hoc public participation cannot be considered as urban co-management, but
it requires “some institutionalized arrangement for intensive user participation in decision-making”.
Long-term processes of (social) learning (see Section 3.2 above) and joint problem framing (Section 3.1),
as well as the building of associated capacities and skills of all actors involved, take time and require
trustful and reliable structures. Thus, “constructing an effective co-management arrangement is not
only a matter of building institutions”, but also building trust between the parties and social capital in
general is of high relevance [47].

Several scholars point at the limitations of traditional on-off participation and highlight
shortcomings of Arnstein’s approach in terms of establishing continuity, trust building, and long-term
empowerment of citizens [22,34]. Regularity and continuation of public participation are even
expected as “prerequisite for greater identification with political decisions and use of offered
participation” [14,19]. And indeed, “supporting and promoting, high-quality, ongoing public
participation is a key growing concern of local governments” [18].

3.4. Community Initiated Processes and Self-Organization

Climate change, demographic change, and the recent economic crisis contribute to the complexity
and uncertainty of urban development. Due to this complexity and uncertainty, political action and
decisions become less traceable and understandable for citizens, which can result in a growing distance
between political action and the citizens’ lives. And indeed, one can observe scepticism about formal
authority, an increasing wish for autonomous collective action to co-design cities based on a shift
in social values from subordination towards self-organization [19]. Self-organization emerges from
citizens themselves, who initiate, work, and decide on projects autonomously, while governmental
actors are not involved at all or assume a supportive role. Creating opportunities for self-organization
is a key-strategy for building resilience [37,39,40].

Arnstein’s approach focuses on a governmental perspective of participation. In this
conceptualization, citizens themselves do not prompt and initiate participatory processes actively
(apart from reactive protest and resistance against governmental action). Even for citizen control,
the highest rung of the ladder, symbolizing decision-making power handed over to participants,
still has the government holding the origin, structuring, and control of the process. Self-organized
autonomous citizens as “active agents, interacting with each other and organizing themselves in
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order to get things done, both for themselves and for others in their environment” [30] do not fit into
Arnstein’s conceptualization.

4. Case Study “Korneuburg 2036”

The following sections provide an overview of a broad participatory process in the Austrian
city of Korneuburg. It was realized within the framework of a transdisciplinary urban development
project from April 2012 to December 2015, which was financed by the city itself and the urban renewal
programme of the provincial state of Lower Austria.

4.1. Description of the City and the Project Background

Korneuburg is a medium scale district capital in Lower Austria with about 13,000 inhabitants and
is located at the Danube river next-door to the metropolis of Vienna. It grappled with an unbalanced
municipal budget, considerable population increase due to its vicinity to Vienna, as well as having
heterogeneous interests and perceptions of its identity and image between the poles of urbanity and
village quality of living [42]. Moreover, the city had to find sustainable solutions for various demanding
tasks such as recurrent flooding of the Danube, groundwater pollution, and the controversial plans for
building an additional motorway exit. Starting in 2011, a group of self-organized citizens convinced
the municipal government to develop a mission statement for urban planning in close collaboration
with citizens and external experts (phase 1: “Leitbild” as shown in Figure 2; for details see [42,48]).
The city committed itself to the mission statement as a binding guideline for decision-making in future
urban planning (e.g., for land use zoning, traffic, and social infrastructure planning). It was to ensure
a targeted development of the city, instead of uncontrolled growth. In phase 2, a master plan was
developed in the same participatory manner comprising guidelines and measures for implementation
of the desired vision for the next 20 years. As a complementary “spin-off product,” a Charter for
citizen participation—an agreement for future collaboration between the city and its citizens—has
been elaborated and anchored within the master plan.

All project phases were supported by scientists from two universities and various disciplines,
as well as professionals in facilitation and moderation. The scientific experts provided methodological
support (such as the use of scenario technique in phase 1), relevant data and knowledge as a basis
for formulating implementation measures (especially in phase 2) and continuously attended almost
all meetings of the steering committee and thus participated intensively in the process of knowledge
exchange and social learning (for the role of scientists and the transdisciplinary process see [42]).
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4.2. The Role and Dynamics of Citizen Participation in the Course of the Process

Initiated by self-organized citizens and implemented as a broad participation project, the process
generated considerable self-reinforcing tendencies over time. Each and every step gave an impetus
for further development and for searching ways to consolidate newly evolving ideas and structures.
During the formulation of the mission statement (phase 1), the vision of a new cooperative culture
between citizens and municipal government was identified as a central pillar for future urban
governance. Thus, in phase 2, when elaborating the master plan, the issue of participation became
a cross-sectional topic considered in designing implementation measures in all of the nine fields of
action. Finally, a collaboration agreement was formulated, including rules and quality criteria for
future citizen participation (Korneuburger Charter of citizen participation).

During all project phases, citizens collaborated at eye-level with representatives of all four political
parties and the city administration. This very open and trustful atmosphere can be mainly traced
back to the communicative competences and constellation of actors involved, as well as by a carefully
chosen eye-level approach by facilitators and external experts. Although the mayor’s party has held
and even increased the overall majority within the local council in an election at the middle of the
project, they continued to focus very much on cooperation and consensus between all political parties
and urban stakeholder groups.

The initial phase of problem framing, selection of external experts, and project definition depended
more on informal interaction. During phases 1 and 2, a steering committee (so called “Steuerrad” resp.
“steering wheel”) had been installed to assume the responsibility for the process progress. Besides the
mayor and representatives of all political parties and local administration, an equal number of
citizens were involved (one mayor, six representatives of local government, seven citizens) plus
two representatives for each person (42 persons in total). The steering committee made all strategic
and content-related decisions in the project (consensus oriented) and prepared all issues for the local
council, who of course had the final say at project milestones. Thus, citizens were not only involved
on the level of solution finding, but in all strategic planning of the process right from the beginning.
The city council was very supportive in the open-ended process and agreed to a binding direct vote,
where all citizens of 16 years or older could decide between four different scenarios for Korneuburg
in 2036. These scenarios were the outcome of a broader participation process involving hundreds of
citizens via school and city events in phase 1 and formed the basis for the mission statement.

All project-related outcomes resulted in unanimous decisions within the city council (approval of
the mission statement, the master plan, the Charter for citizen participation, as well as decisions on
how to proceed with the process by all four parties represented in the council). This confirms the high
level of trust and acceptance of the committee’s work by the municipal government. Additionally, nine
teams for each of the core fields of action were established (“Lebensbereichs”-teams, LB-teams), such
as urban planning, mobility, communication and participation or health, each jointly led by one citizen
and one politician (both members of the Steuerrad). While membership in the steering committee
was limited to a closed group, who were participating continuously, the LB-teams were open to all
citizens/municipal representatives interested in the respective topic. These groups were responsible
for elaborating concrete implementation measures for their respective action fields that were in line
with the mission statement and were then finally integrated into a master plan defining the actions
and responsibilities for the next 20 years.

4.3. The Charter for Citizen Participation—A Guideline for Future Collaboration

After completing the master plan at the end of 2015, the city’s membership within the urban
renewal programme expired. Therefore, in phase 2 a Charter for citizen participation was elaborated
on to ensure long-term collaboration between citizens and the government, as agreed on in the Leitbild.
With this Charter, the urban government committed itself to a regulatory framework for long-term
urban co-management between the city and its citizens. Centrepiece of the Charter was a follow-up
group of the steering committee that supervised the implementation of the master plan and the mission
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statement as well as long-term citizen participation. The so called “Steuerstern” unites the steering
committee from phase 1 and 2 and the advisory board of the expiring urban renewal programme.
Citizens and municipal actors were again equally represented in the committee (7 citizens among
14 members). The commitment of the local council to an ongoing cooperation with this committee
paves the way for future urban co-management.

Figure 3 shows that besides this committee—which required membership for a certain period
and asked for a high level of time commitment, cooperativeness, and certain openness to learning
processes and innovation—low-threshold offers for citizen participation were also provided.

1 

 

 

Figure 3. Levels of collaboration and participation as agreed on in the Charter for citizen participation
(own processing).

Besides the implementation of these various committees, the annual publication of
a forward-looking project list built another core element of the Charter for citizen participation.
With this list, the city council obligated itself to an early communication of projects, which were
planned for implementation within the next year. It not only provided transparent information of
upcoming city activities, but also revealed where citizen participation was considered as being helpful
from the perspective of the city council. With the new Charter, and for the first time in the city’s
history, citizens also had the right to claim for becoming involved in certain activities listed in the
project list. The actual planning and supervision of participatory processes lay within the responsibility
of the Steuerstern committee, which should guarantee early collaboration and joint problem and
process definition.

4.4. Challenges and Boundaries in Terms of Participatory Practice

The case study shows that what had started as a more or less typical example of citizen
participation (phase 1, case-related, clearly defined goals, and operational framework for participatory
development of a mission statement), had developed its own dynamics and thus had come up against
boarders of conventional participation projects. While designing long-term co-management structures,
especially the institutionalization of the Steuerstern steering committee, some mayor questions arose,
which were of high relevance but also bore high uncertainty. Core questions were related to the
issue of legitimacy and transparency of the committee: (i) Who is in and out—membership criteria?
(ii) How and why are members of the committee legitimated to represent citizens’ interests within
this committee for a longer period? (iii) How to ensure continuity within the steering group on the
one hand and to remain open for new members on the other hand? (iv) How to ensure transparency
and clarity of decisions made? (v) How to handle the management of time resources in a responsible
way—as most of the work of the citizens was done voluntarily and unsalaried, while representatives
from the city administration or council members often did it during their working hours?
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Summing up, Korneuburg is breaking new grounds when institutionalizing long-term citizen
participation. Instead of traditional project-related participative procedures (e.g., for the planning
of a specific park or a pedestrian zone), the Charter regulates the co-management of the city by
collaborative strategic planning and decision-making processes and shared responsibility for the city
between citizens and authorities. While findings from participation literature and practice help to
define procedures of project-related involvement of citizens, they provide little help in how to design
appropriate rules for long-term co-management within the steering committee, blurring the boundaries
between government (i.e., the representative democratic system) and citizens. In order to discuss these
questions, we turn to theories on collective action and the sustainable management of commons to
seek for valuable input, as presented in the following section.

5. Between Participation and Self-Organization—Building a Bridge to Collective Action and the
Co-Management of Urban Commons

As outlined in Section 3, the conceptualization of participation as a question of case-related
power delegation disregards transforming government-society relationships and offers little help
for developing collaborative and long-lasting structures for co-managing cities to improve their
adaptability to future change and extraordinary situations. Efforts to complement or transfer
traditional patterns of citizen participation towards institutionalised co-management structures are at
an early stage, and cities and regions are seeking for guidelines and frameworks for co-management.
As Arnstein’s approach has a blind spot on self-organization and co-management, we turn to valuable
suggestions in the growing body of research on collective action and the urban commons.

5.1. Collective Action and the Management of Urban Commons

Urban residents “share access to a number of local tangible and intangible resources in which they
have a common stake” [23]. Thus, the commons’ concept has expanded to include urban spaces and
practices [24,26,49] and encourages rethinking the city by examining its various forms of collectivity
and how common resources and self-organization are governed [49]. Still, the commons discourse has
received “surprisingly little attention in urban theory” [49], and remains “under-theorized, or at least
incompletely theorized” [24].

Originated in the management of natural resources, such as forests, pastures or waterbodies,
the research on the commons—as shared resources—has a long tradition. The scientific discourse,
particularly shaped by Elinor Ostrom and Garret Hardin, focuses on the question of how to sustainably
govern shared scarce resources. In order to hinder single users maximising their individual benefit,
while the negative effects of overuse are shared by all users, Hardin [50] promotes an assertive
government role or privatization of the resource as the only two solutions. In contrast, Ostrom points
at self-organizing forms of collective action as a third solution [49], “whereby a group of principals
can organize themselves voluntarily to retain the residual of their own efforts” [28]. When people
repeatedly communicate and interact with each other, she states, “they can learn whom to trust, what
effects their actions will have on each other and on the CPR (common pool resource), and how to
organize themselves to gain benefits and avoid harm. When individuals have lived in such situations
for a substantial time and have developed shared norms and patterns of reciprocity, they possess social
capital with which they can build institutional arrangements for resolving CPR dilemmas” [28].

While common pool resources in natural resource management are challenged by rivalry and
subtraction (the resource use by one person “diminishes what is left for others to use”) [49], which
may result in overuse and depletion, urban resources at least to some extent may be considered as
non-subtractive resources. So “the commercial and subjective value of particular places (such as parks
or shopping malls) may increase by being used and shared [ . . . ] the act of consuming does not
detract but rather increases value”. In other words, only through the interaction of people does the city
become a city [49,51], and consumption and production of urban commons are strongly interrelated:
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“consuming the city is nothing but the most subtle form of its production” and “urban commons result
from people using, consuming, appropriating the city” [49].

We can identify self-organized commons, such as urban gardens, Business Improvement Districts
(BIDs), or neighbourhood groups, they all “involve several stakeholders that interact and collaborate
in order to manage crucial common assets for the community” [24]. These approaches usually depend
both on the cooperation of resource users as well as on the support of the central government, which
should acknowledge, incentivize, and support the efforts of users to manage resources collectively [23].
Some of them are considered as common pool resources challenged by overexploitation and freeriding,
and others as public goods, which suffer from underprovision or under-use. We do not elaborate
further on the typology and characteristics of urban commons, but similar to Foster and Iaione, we are
interested in the potential of the commons to provide a framework for urban co-management [24].

5.2. Ostroms Design Principles for the Management of the Commons—Inspiring for Long-Term
Urban Co-Management?

In order to identify critical success factors, which enable robust, long-surviving institutions for
the management of the commons, Ostrom [52] carried out a profound analysis of individual cases,
long-lasting as well as failed systems. From her findings she derived eight design principles for the
governance of common pool resources. Her design principles explain, “under what conditions trust
and reciprocity can be built and maintained to sustain collective action in the face of social dilemmas”
posed by common pool resources [53]. While the principles were designed for managing common
pool resources, in our reflection, we do not differentiate between different types of urban commons,
but conceptualize the whole city, responsibility for and governance of the city, as a commons [24]
and thus look into the institutions for urban self-organization, collective action, and social learning.
In the following we discuss the eight design principles in the context of urban governance and relate
them to the experiences made with formulating the Charter for citizen participation and designing
collaboration rules for the long-term steering committee in the case study of Korneuburg.

5.2.1. Well-Defined Boundaries

This principle refers to clear social boundaries (who is involved in/excluded from co-management)
and geographical boundaries (spatial delimitation of the co-managed resource). Also in the context of
urban governance, the questions of geographical boundaries (district, city, or city with its hinterland)
and membership (the right to participate) are of high relevance. The community of users and the
issue (resource) at hand are—theoretically—easy to define (e.g., the city and those living in the
city). However, the question of membership is of outstanding relevance from the viewpoint of
representativity and legitimization of participatory processes and their outcomes. This gains even
more importance, when cooperation goes beyond case-related and time-limited activities towards
long-term co-management. With respect to the geographical boundaries, the Charter for citizen
participation relates to the city within its administrative boundaries. Membership of the steering
committee is restricted to residents of Korneuburg and up to one-third of members who may reside in
other municipalities if their place of employment or education or some other major part of their life
is located in Korneuburg. Another major question appeared with increasing duration of the process,
as the tension was rising between helpful aspects of the continuity of group members on the one
hand (allowing for social learning and trustful cooperation) and limited openness to new members
and the integration of new knowledge on the other hand. According to the Charter, only citizens can
become group members of the steering committee, who already gained social learning experience and
capabilites by involvement in lower levels of participation (see Figure 3). If the number of willing
and capable citizens increases, membership rules might need reconsideration (e.g., public hearing
and voting procedures or delegation by civil society organizations). While representativity is a central
claim in case-specific participation, legitimacy became another issue in designing long t collaboration.
While political actors have a democratically legitimated role among the members of the steering
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committee, citizens are neither elected nor can they represent all groups of the urban population
(age, gender, social groups, etc.). From a democratic perspective, the citizen members of the steering
committee might be criticized as an “elite” minority who have the skills and networks and can afford
to invest a lot of time to influence the city council, which was democratically elected by “all” citizens
on a “one head—one vote” basis. Intensive discussions on these representativeness and legitimicy
issues highlighted the utmost need for an inclusive committee representing all political parties and the
diverse social groups of the city. This requires pro-active efforts of persuasion and empowerment of
those groups that have been difficult to mobilise for past participation activities (e.g., mothers, youths,
ethnic minorities).

5.2.2. Congruence between Appropriation and Provision Rules and Local Conditions

Ostrom’s second design principle refers to a proportional equivalence between benefits and
costs [28,54], and that the rules concerned conform to local conditions. In its original context it implies
that users, who collectively use or harvest from a resource, “must devise rules related to how much,
when, and how different products are to be harvested” so that all users get the same benefits and
bear the same costs. This design principle seems very clear when thinking of allocation of tangible
resources but gets much fuzzier in contexts where the relationship between costs and benefits and
between participation and individual/collective gain is neither visible in terms of concrete products or
outputs, nor can it be measured or distributed evenly.

Participation in urban development means contributing a lot of time and effort, in the worst case
with little or no individual gain at all, or only in the far future. While in some participatory procedures
like the citizen’s jury (Planungszelle) [55] citizens are paid a certain amount of money to compensate for
their efforts, this is not usual practice and might not be a feasable solution for long-term co-management.
From our experience, we can differentiate between two types of participation benefits. First, collective
benefits from the progress of the issue of common interest (e.g., common problems solved), a sense
of community, and a common feeling of responsibility. Secondly, individual level benefits also result
from intense social learning processes (e.g., a better understanding of the urban system or the training
of communicative skills) or tangible project outputs such as better urban infrastructure or a new park
furniture. Those citizens participating in 30 steering-committee meetings (between two to nine hours
each), also attending numerous public events and presentations did so without questioning their time
efforts. Mid-term and final evaluation of our collaboration within the steering committee revealed
that they mainly reported social learning effects and other benefits such as developing new contacts or
being better informed about what is going on in their city. Their engagement was much motivated by
a process that was tailored to the local needs and the future of their city. Nevertheless, with regard to
long-term engagement and self-commitment for a period of five years, the role of tangible or intangible
incentives might gain relevance. These may reach from public acknowledgement to access to education,
training or certain services or facilities.

5.2.3. Collective-Choice Arrangements

This principle highlights the importance for group members to have the right and possibility to
co-develop and modify their collaboration rules. Local users are expected to have best information
about their situation and thus “a comparative advantage in devising effective rules and strategies [ . . . ],
particularly when local conditions change” [53]. In terms of defining collaboration rules, we spot
a particular backlog in the field of participative practice, whereby we differentiate between
operational rules and constitutional rules. While operational rules usually comprise procedures
for decision-making, voting modalities, or conflict resolution mechanisms (all focusing on intra-group
agreements), constitutional rules cover issues such as group composition, exchange of members,
organizational anchoring within the urban governance network, etc. Usually, citizens get involved
only once the constitutional rules are pre-set by local authorities. Especially the adjustment of group
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rules with external administrative or bureaucratic arrangements is often a blind spot and lacks scope
for action (see also design principles 7 and 8).

Within our case study, the rules for collaboration within the steering committee (operational but
partly also constitutional rules) were set right at the project beginning and were adjusted throughout
the process by group members themselves. This regulatory framework comprises rules of becoming
a member as well as exclusion rules or the principle of consensus (if consensus cannot be reached,
decisions get adjourned to the next meeting, and then will be based on a majority of three quarters).
Consensus may provide “a safeguard against decisions imposed by some members of the group” [54].

In the course of elaborating the Charter for citizen participation, the committee members (citizens
as well as governmental representatives) had maximum scope in designing their constitutional rules
for a longer time period. Evaluation and further development of rules is the responsibility of the
members themselves.

5.2.4. Monitoring

This principle highlights the relevance of a co-monitoring system for the sustainable management
of the common resource, but also for social learning processes that are needed for an adaptive
management in contexts of change and uncertainty. Monitoring may focus on the group members’
behaviours in order to make “those who do not comply with rules visible to the community” [53]
as well as on the condition and quality of the collectively managed resource [56]. In the context
of urban participation, monitoring has received little attention yet, but gains in importance with a
long-term perspective on urban co-management. Within our case study, monitoring became topical
regarding the behaviour of committee members (see also Section 5.2.5), the implementation of goals
and values as agreed on in the master plan and the Charter for citizen participation (resource-level;
indicators for implementation success) as well as the monitoring of the agreement with the city council
and the political parties. Up to now the city council did not break the agreement to confirm the
outcomes of the steering committee, which has contributed to trustful and constructive collaboration.
It became obvious that long-term collaboration already led to more active citizens who are more aware
about visions and measures, and therefore look more critically at actual political decisions and their
consistency with the master plan. By the end of project phase 2 and with the transition towards a
re-organization of governance arrangements, the newly-installed steering committee was charged with
regular assemblies and monitoring indicators for observing implementation progress and possible
challenges, as well as for adjusting goals, procedures, and measures in a continuous process of social
learning and experimentation.

5.2.5. Graduated Sanctions

According to this principle, sanctioning shall impede undesired behaviour of group members
violating community rules and thus should help to maintain community cohesion [53]. Graduated
sanctions refer to the extent and repetition of violations, the proportionality between nature and
gravity of violations, and related sanctions. Sanctions usually do not play a role in citizen participation,
as the focus lies on short-term voluntary engagement and motivating participants. Nevertheless,
our case study showed that the longer the collaboration lasts, the more regulations for drawing
consequences for behaviours which do not comply with the committee’s aims gain in importance.
Sanctions for intragroup offences were agreed upon in respect to active participation in and attendance
of committee meetings (exclusion of steering committee members when not participating over a certain
time period). But the committee members explicitly did not wish to formulate sanctions in order to
deal with disturbing behaviour of single persons. Also, they have not forseen any formal procedures
for monitoring and sanctioning of committee members’ extern behaviour (e.g., the city council not
adhering to agreements with the steering committee). Given our democratic system, only the city
council makes formally binding decisions. Despite their agreement to legally confirm the outcomes
of the committee, the committee cannot legally enforce this agreement but can only rely on social
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and political pressure. In elections, voters can “punish” parties who do not stick to the master plan
or future outcomes of the committee. However, the same voters might also back-up their elected
representatives decision to break the agreement, e.g., if the committee looses the trust of a major parts
of the population.

5.2.6. Conflict Resolution Mechanisms

This principle states, that “systems with low-cost conflict resolution mechanisms are more likely
to survive” [53]. Conflicts over resource use or behaviour of group members seems inevitable wherever
individuals act together. The earlier a conflict gets solved—when it is still “solvable”—the better [56].

Mediation and conflict-resolution are relevant issues in the context of citizen participation.
Too often, participatory processes are only initiated in case of conflict (e.g., governments opening a
discursive process once a decision already made is not accepted by citizens). Often, citizens are not
involved “in advance” of a conflict—as is happening in our case study—but only when controversies
become visible. Especially the position of the steering group in a grey, “unlegislated” area between
democratically legitimized structures and self-organization and the latent power hierarchies between
elected public authorities and citizens bear the risk of failure, when trust and willingness to collaborate
are threatened by controversies. Therefore, for their long-term success, co-management agreements
require an ex-ante definition of conflict-resolution mechanisms.

In our case study no conflict-resolution mechanisms were formulated, except the agreement that
decisions aim at consenus. When situations became difficult, formal and informal meetings were
arranged in order to calm the waves, but no formal procedures were formulated. This can be seen
as a weak point of the collaboration agreement and should be considered in future adaptations of
the Charter.

5.2.7. Minimum Recognition of Rights

This principle states that where local governments acknowledge the rights and rules of
communities collectively managing resources, these institutions will be more successful [53]. Arnstein’s
concept does not include any form of participation without acknowledgement by government,
as participation is defined as power delegated to citizens. In our case study, the city council promised
to stick to the majority vote of Korneuburg scenarios within phase 1 and to the recommendations and
decisions made by the steering committee. Thus, the local government acknowledged the right to
self-organize, but it remains unclear what will happen in situations of conflicts or shifting political
power after future elections (related to design principles 4 and 6). So far, citizens, as well as political
and administrative actors, very much trust in the co-management process and would not easily tolerate
deviations from the collaboration agreement.

5.2.8. Nested Enterprises

For groups that are part of a larger system, Ostrom proposes to organize governance activities
in multiple layers of nested enterprises [28,53], or as Wilson et al. [54] formulate it, there must be an
“appropriate coordination among relevant groups.” Dietz et al. [57] frame this design principle as
the allocation of authority “to allow for adaptive governance at multiple levels from local to global.”
For each sphere of activity, the optimal scale should be identified, as also promoted in the concept of
polycentric governance [58] or the concept of subsidiarity [54].

For urban co-management, higher level authorities set several framing conditions (such as
planning directives or laws). The case study, however, also highlights the potential for informal
exchange with other communities practicing self-organization and participation/collaboration.
Although Austrian cities, towns, or communities experimenting with co-management are not (yet)
organised in a formal network, the city of Korneuburg and its stakeholders considerably benefit from
informal sharing of experiences and innovations as well as from learning from other’s success (and
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failure). Single actors of the city actively take opportunities to tell their story (e.g., at conferences or
through consultance).

6. Discussion of the Institutions for Urban Co-Management

Sustainability and resilience of urban systems heavily depend on the ability of urban actors
to interact, deliberate, and collaborate [3,5,59], as well as to continuously adapt and transform
their institutional structures [5,60]. While the project-related involvement of citizens into urban
development can be considered as state-of-the-art, we claim that long-term and reliable—but also
flexible and forward-thinking—collaboration between urban actors (citizens, politicians and municipal
administration) is required, in order to build networks of adaptive capacity. Urban co-management for
resilience is thus very much based on learning by doing and processes of “trial and error” [47].

Based on experience of our case study, we examined how such co-management agreements
can evolve to address weaknesses of traditional case-based participation procedures, pre-defined by
governmental authorities. We summarise weaknesses of short-term participation processes, based
on critical literature on Arnstein’s conceptualization of the ladder of participation [20] and pose the
question of whether Ostrom’s design principles for the management of the commons [28,52] can
support the design of long-term co-management institutions. As our results rely on a single case
study of a co-management agreement implemented quite recently, it is much too early to draw final
conclusions. Only the future will show the long-term success or failure of the co-management Charter
of Korneuburg. Furthermore, it would need insights from more cities to distinguish context-specific
aspects such as agency and local communication culture from generalizable institutional patterns.
Due to these limitations the following discussion can only provide very preliminary theses that have
to be tested in future research.

It is not the intention of our research to consider the framework of participation as outdated or
useless. Instead, the wealth of experiences had over the decades remains useful to provide insights for
case-related cooperation between citizens and urban government, where responsibility and decisive
power remain in the hands of governmental actors. However, the traditional conceptualization of
participation provides little insight into how long-term co-management processes of the diverse
actors can be organized at eye-level [21,22,29,32], and thus indicates untapped potential for building
resilient cities based on a broad range of knowledge, ideas, and resources of citizens willing to share
responsibility for their city. To this end, Ostrom’s design principles provided some orientation for
designing long-term co-management agreements based on self-organization and shared responsibility.
For our case study they helped us to reflect upon the collaboration of the last three years and to
find reference points for future institutional development. Especially the design principles 1, 3,
4, 6 and 7 (social boundaries, collective-choice arrangements, monitoring, conflict-resolution, and
minimum recognition of rights) were confirmed by our case study as highly relevant, despite the lack of
attention they gained in traditional participation literature. A main future challenge in developing the
Korneuburg Charter of citizen participation will be to define procedures to balance the requirements
of legitimacy and continuity on the one hand and flexibility and openness on the other hand (social
boundaries), and to create low cost conflict resolution mechanisms (6). Nested organizations (8)—i.e.,
mainly the extension of the learning and collaboration process beyond Korneubug’s boundaries to
other cities—also deserve attention. Less clear is the picture regarding the need for personal gains (2)
and sanctions (5).

Ostrom’s design principles focus first and foremost on self-organized communities of users, and
consider governments and formal regulations as external, contextual factors. Therefore, Ostrom’s
design principles can only provide limited help in re-designing the power-relations between society
and government. In contrast, Arnstein focuses on governments delegating power to citizens. The city
of Korneuburg, however, searches for ways to manage eye-level collaboration at the interface between
governance actors and self-organized citizens. As Boonstra and Boelens [15] point out, new paths’ in
participation—as those Korneuburg and other cities are experimenting with—may help to bridge the
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perceived gap between government and citizens. A shift from mere “top down” or mere “bottom up”
towards a “middle-ground” might be the way to enter collaborative arenas, where the advantages of
each are realised through a commitment to seeking solutions in a social learning process, openness
to new ideas, responsiveness and pragmatism, as well as equity and diversity among horizontal and
vertical links [29].

The Korneuburg case also nicely illustrates the evolutionary character of institutions of urban
co-management. Thus, the monitoring, evaluation, and further development of collaboration rules
themselves should be given major attention in future research, as it “might be desirable to have
institutions that are not persistent but may change as social and ecological variables change” [61].
Institutions should therefore be “designed to allow for adaption because some current understanding
is likely to be wrong [ . . . ]. Fixed rules are likely to fail because they place too much confidence in
the current state of knowledge” [57]. Therefore, we also caution against panaceas. Each city will have
to create institutions for urban co-management that root in past conventions of local collaboration,
and consider experiences from elsewhere as the design principles or co-management institutions from
other cities that are continuously tested, monitored, and adapted in a continuous evolutionary process.
In the words of Berkes [47], getting to co-management is “a long voyage on a bumpy road” and it
“emerges out of extensive deliberation and negotiation, and the actual arrangement itself evolves
over time”.

7. Conclusions

Referring back to social resilience, creativity, and self-organization, these elements can enable
the capability of an urban system to re-organize and adapt to newly emerging challenges and
circumstances. Therefore, developing self-organizing and flexible urban governance institutions
is a crucial success factor for urban resilience building. The case study of Korneuburg highlights that
building institutions for urban co-management requires thinking outside the box of pre-configured,
case-related liaisons of power distribution between urban actors towards more continuous and reliable
relationships at eye-level. The design principles can support the building of stable, albeit flexible,
co-management structures to co-create trust and knowledge in long-term social learning experiences,
to encourage creativity and experimentation by drawing on diverse resources and ideas, to facilitate
multiple perspectives on preferred future development, and to trigger cultural change by negotiating
new ways of decision making and opening the scope for active and self-organized citizens.

The case study showed that resilience building is much about innovation and experimentation
and may be achieved only through evolutionary processes, involving various actors and integrating
different types of knowledge. The existence of open learning arenas, self-organizing co-management
structures and the scope for trustful collaboration and knowledge integration in an urban governance
system can therefore be considered as key assessment criteria for urban resilience. Future urban
research may have to focus more on transdisciplinary approaches in order to grasp the complexity of
biophysical challenges, but also allow for meaningful social learning processes and the co-development
of sustainable and future-oriented urban solutions.
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